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Abstract — The twin bore parallel tunnel approaching construction is a frequent occurrence during subway evacuation. Due to 
different positions of twin bore tunnel and different construction sequences, especially within well-populated areas, the surface 
settlement distortion tends to be quite complicated. The following paper establishes the numerical model based on the engineering 
cases to analyze influences of tunnel excavation sequence on surface settlement rule in vertical overlapping of double holes 
(building load not considered), tilted overlapping (building load not considered), and vertical overlapping (building load 
considered). Next, this paper compares the calculated values with the actual measured values. The results indicate that down bore 
is first evacuated, followed by the up bore excavation for tilted overlapping or vertical overlapping twin bore tunnel to reduce 
surface settlement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

China is quickly developing infrastructures within their 
cities, with the subway bringing better social and economic 
efficiency due to its environmental protection and high 
efficiency. The result is the subway becoming the main 
traffic tool in modern cities. Generally, the subway tunnel is 
evacuated by using twin bore parallel tunnel due to 
restriction of objective conditions. This method brings a 
series of complicated problems, such as bigger surface 
settlement, cracking of ground houses, and bigger tunnel 
distortion due to smaller gap between adjacent tunnels. 
Methods for studying the surface settlement caused by the 
city subway twin bore parallel tunnel excavation include: 
experience analysis method [1, 2], (1) mathematical and 
dynamic analytic method [3, 4], (2)Random medium theory 
[5], (3) numerical analysis method, (4)Indoor model 
experimental method [9, 10], and Field experiment method. 
Research on the surface settlement caused by twin bore 
parallel subway tunnel when passing through cities at home 
and abroad mainly focuses on numerical analysis or the 
indoor model. Research on the actual field measurement not 
well documented. This paper establishes the numerical 
model for Shenzhen subway No. 3 line to analyze influences 
of tunnel excavation sequence on surface settlement rule in 
vertical overlapping of double holes (building load not 
considered), tilted overlapping (building load not considered) 
and vertical overlapping (building load considered). It is then 
compared to the calculated values with the actual 
measurement value, and analyzes the surface settlement rule 
of the twin bore tunnel in city subways. The conclusions 
indicate that down bore is first evacuated, followed by the up 

bore being evacuated for tilted overlapping or vertical 
overlapping twin bore tunnel to reduce surface settlement. 

II. INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING BACKGROUND 

The tunnel from the return line of Hongling Middle Road 
Station to the Buxing station in Shenzhen subway No. 3 line 
is located at Laojie, Dongmen, Buxin and Shunbaarea in 
Luohu district, where the buildings are highly concentrated, 
and the ground buildings are distributed throughout the 
whole line. This line is the radiation core of the development 
axis in the east Shenzhen. In order to take into account the 
parallel interchange at one station of the No. 1 line, the 
platform will be designed as the up and down overlapping 
side platform. [6-8] The left and right tunnels depart from the 
Hongling station are in parallel with 14.0m inter-line gap and 
pass through multiple homes. The gap between the left and 
right tunnels on the plane gradually decreases, with the 
height difference of the rail surface on the vertical section 
gradually increasing. When approaching GuiyunRoad, the 
left and right tunnel will become the emerged and down 
overlapped deployment mode (the left line is up and the right 
line is down). Later, the left and right tunnels will enter the 
Laojie Station, with the tunnels then departing from Laojie 
Station with 7.6m-rail surface height difference. When the 
left and right tunnels approach the Dongmen MiddleRoad 
Station, the horizontal gap of the left and right tunnels will 
gradually increase and the height difference will gradually 
decrease, with the  transit from the up and down overlapping 
to the left and right parallel structure to enter Saibu Station. 
The line planes of this section are shown as figures 1 and 2 
[11, 12].  
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Figure 1 Hongling station-Laojie station line plane 

 

Figure 2 line plane between Laojie Station-Dongmen Middle Road Station 

The tunnel from Laojie Station to Dongmen Middle Road 
Station is from ZCK8+056.37 to ZCK8+889.7. The left and 
right line is 835.888m and 833.33m long and the total length 
of single line tunnel is 1669.218m. The tunnel is designed as 
the up and down overlapping mode. The maximum burying 
depth of the structural bottom plate is about 30m. Under the 
control, Laojie Station’s minimal net gap of the up and down 
tunnel is 1.6m. The tunnel will pass through houses, most of 
which are 6-8 layer brick and concrete built houses built on 
the expansion or raft foundation, so the ground settlement is 
controlled very strictly. Based on the above reasons, an 
additional model should be established for the tunnel 
approaching to this area for analysis and research. The 
surface settlement of the twin bore overlapped tunnel should 
be analyzed based on the actual measurement information. 
The compound soil pressed balance shield machine should 
be used for section shield tunnel. The shield tunnel is 
designed as Φ5400mm, 1.5m wide lining ring and 300mm 
thick pipe piece.  

III. ANALYSIS ON GROUND SETTLEMENT VALUES 

CAUSED BY UP AND DOWN VERTICAL DISTRIBUTED TWIN 

BORE TUNNEL  

A. Modeling  

 (1)Analysis section  
The tunnel and connecting passage between Hongling 

Middle Road Station and Laojie Station starts at 
ZCK6+751.8 through ZCK7+926.8. The left and right line is 
1186.059m and 1175.0m. Total length of single-line tunnel is 
2361.059m., based on the features of the horizontal and 
vertical section of regional tunnel and overlapping tunnel 
construction dynamics behaviors, when the analysis model is 
established, ZCK7+920 is used as the typical section, so the 
up and down tunnel should be fully overlapped and the net 
gap should be minimal and is only 1.6m. The work geology 
analysis from the rock soil on the ZCK7+920 section from 
up to down is described as follows: 1 manual soil filling and 
building, 2 sand layer, 3 residual accumulated layer, 4  full 
efflorescence, 5 strong efflorescence, 6  middle 
efflorescence, and 7  slight efflorescence granite. The wall 
rock is not particularly uniform, so the comprehensive class 
of the wall rock is class VI. 
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(2) Model 
This construction simulation analysis is for two-

dimensional planes, with the MIDAS/GTS analysis software 
utilized. The 2-node isoparametric plane beam (beam3) unit 
is used to simulate the shield tunnel lining. The 4-node 
isoparametric plane entity unit (plane42) simulation is used 
for the ground.  A total of 100 units and nodes are required. 
The ground stress field is considered as the self-weight 
stress. The 12-time shield tunnel diameter (70m) is computed 
in the horizontal direction and the 10-time shield tunnel 
diameter (60m) is computed from the surface to down in the 
vertical direction. The finite element grid diagram is shown 
as the figure 3 and 4. The boundary conditions are described 
as follows: the surface is a free plane, the left and right 
boundary is the horizontal constraint, and the down boundary 
is vertical constraint. The elastic plastic analysis is used in 
the numerical analysis. The computing parameters are shown 
table 1. 

 
Figure 3 Whole grid of finite element 

 
Figure 4 Tunnel space relation grid of each extension meter 

TABLE 1 PHYSICAL MECHANICS COMPUTING PARAMETER TABLE 

Item E(GPa)  
 

(KN/m3) 
c(MPa) φ(°) 

<3-3>sand layer --- 0.22 19.5 --- --- 

<6-2>residual 
soil layer 

0.042 0.25 18.8 0.0106 23.7 

Full 
efflorescence<12-

1> 
0.070 0.28 19.2 0.008 20 

Strong 
efflorescence<12-

0.106 0.25 25.5 --- --- 

2> 
Medium 

efflorescence<12-
3> 

--- 0.17 25.8 --- --- 

Slight 
efflorescence<12-

4>granite 
--- --- 26.0 --- --- 

Wall rock 
reinforced area 

0.2 0.20 22.0 0.4 30 

Shield pipe piece 
lining 

35×0.75** 0.18 25.0 - - 

**0.75 is the rigidity discount factor. 
 
 (3)Construction method and construction sequence 
This tunnel section is constructed using the shield 

method. The numerical simulation is the same as the design 
construction method. First up bore and late down bore 
construction sequence, or first down bore and late up bore 
construction sequence can be performed. The construction 
steps for two construction sequences are shown on tables 2 
and 3.  

TABLE 2 FIRST UP BORE AND LATE DOWN BORE CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
BASED ON SHIELD METHOD  

Construction 
step 

Construction description Remark  

1 Initial ground stress field  

2 
Before the up bore forms a “rough 
bore” and pipe piece is assembled 

Release 20% 
load 

3 
The pipe piece of up bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

4 
Before the down bore forms a “rough 

bore” and pipe piece is assembled 
Release 20% 

load 

5 
The pipe piece of down bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

TABLE 3 FIRST DOWN BORE AND LATE UP BORE CONSTRUCTION STEP BASED 
ON SHIELD METHOD 

Construction 
step

Construction description Remark  

1 Initial ground stress field  

2 
Before the down bore forms a “rough 

bore” and pipe piece is assembled 
Release 20% 

load 

3 
The pipe piece of down bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

4 
Before the up bore forms a “rough 
bore” and pipe piece is assembled 

Release 20% 
load 

5 
The pipe piece of up bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

B. Numerical simulation results and analysis  

Figures 5 show the surface settlement curve of the typical 
construction phases of the first up bore and late down bore 
construction sequence; Figures 6 show the surface settlement 
curve of the typical construction phases of the first down 
bore and late up bore construction sequence. 
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Figure 5 Surface settlement curve/mm (first up and late down) of typical 
construction phase 

 

Figure 6 Surface settlement curve/mm (first down and late up) 

Figures 5 and 6 indicate that an area of approx. 8.3m 
from the corresponding surface points of the tunnel 
centerline is the main settlement area of the  surface, within 
the excavation of the twin bore tunnel. Different construction 
sequences will affect surface settlement caused by tunnel. 
When first up bore and late down bore construction sequence 
is performed, the surface settlement caused by the up bore 
construction is 62% of the total settlement. The surface 
settlement caused by down bore construction is 38% of total 
settlement. The final settlement of the surface is 2.7mm. 
When the first down bore and the late up bore construction 
sequence is used, the surface settlement caused by down 
bore construction is 68% of total settlement. The surface 
settlement caused by the up bore construction is only 32% of 
total settlement. The final settlement of the surface is 4.4mm. 
These figures suggest that the surface settlement caused by 
the two-construction sequences are similar. The final surface 
settlement caused by the first up bore and the late down bore 
construction sequence are less than what was caused by the 
first down bore and the late up bore construction sequence. 
Using the classified disturbance influence of construction 
process on the stratum, the second disturbance caused by the 
first up bore and the late down bore construction is higher 
than that of the first down bore and the late up bore 
construction.  

IV. SIMULATION OF SURFACE SETTLEMENT CAUSED BY 

TILTED TWIN BORE TUNNEL  

A. Modeling  

 (1) Analysis section  
The typical and representative ZCK7+600 section is 

selected to analyze the construction dynamical behaviors of 
the transition section of tilted overlapping tunnel, based on 
the features of the horizontal and vertical section of section 
tunnel and space overlapping tunnel construction dynamical 
behaviors. The minimal net distance of the up and down 
tunnel is 3.1m. The rock soil of the ZCK7+600 section are 
manually filled from up to down, which is described as 
follows: <1>clay <3-6>, <3-3>medium-coarse sand, <6-
2>powder clay, <12-2>strong efflore scence granite<12-
3>medium efflore scence granite<13-1> strong efflore 
scencebreccia<12-3> 

(2) Model  
This construction simulation analysis is for the two-

dimensional plane analysis, with the MIDAS/GTS analysis 
software being used. The 2-node isoparametric plane beam 
(beam3) unit is used for simulation within the shield tunnel 
lining. The 4-node isoparametric plane entity unit (plane42) 
simulation is used for the ground. A total of 1200 units and 
nodes are required. The 12.5-time shield tunnel diameter 
(75m long) is computed in the horizontal direction and the 
11-time shield tunnel diameter (65m long) is computed from 
the surface to down in the vertical direction. The ground 
stress field should be considered as the self-weight stress 
field. The boundary conditions are described as follows: the 
left and right boundary is the horizontal constraint and the 
down boundary is the vertical constraint, with the surface 
being a free plane. The finite element grids are shown in 
figures 7 to 9. The elastic plastic analysis is used for the 
numerical analysis. The computing parameters are shown in 
table 4. 

 

 
Figure 7 Finite element whole grid 
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Figure 8 Tunnel space relation grid of each extension meter 

 
Figure 9 Sub-detailed grid of shield tunnel 

TABLE 4 PHYSICAL MECHANICS COMPUTING PARAMETER TABLE 

Item  E(GPa)  
 

(KN/m3) 
c(MPa) φ(°) 

Silty clay 
<6-2> 

0.04 0.25 18.8 0.011 23 

Full efflore 
scence 

granite<12-
1> 

0.070 0.28 19.2 0.008 20 

Strong 
efflore 
scence 

granite<12-
2> 

0.106 0.25 25.5 --- --- 

Medium 
efflore 
scence 

granite<12-
3> 

0.15 0.17 25.8 --- --- 

Wall rock 
reinforced 

area 
0.2 0.20 22.0 0.4 30 

Shield pipe 
piece lining 

35×0.75** 0.18 25.0 - - 

**0.75 is the rigidity discount factor. 
 

(3)Construction method and construction sequence  
This tunnel section is constructed by using the shield 

method, and the numerical simulation is same as the design 
construction method. First tilted up bore and late tilted down 
bore construction sequence (called as first up and late down) 
or first tilted down boreand late tilted up bore construction 
sequence (called as first down and late up) can be performed. 
The construction steps for the two construction sequences are 
shown in tables 5 and 6. 

TABLE 5 FIRS UP AND LATE DOWN CONSTRUCTION STEP OF SHIELD METHOD 

Construction 
step 

Construction description Remark  

1 Initial ground stress field  

2 
Before the tilted up bore forms a 
“rough bore” and pipe piece is 

assembled 

Release 20% 
load 

3 
The pipe piece of tilted up bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

4 
Before the tilted down bore forms a 

“rough bore” and pipe piece is 
assembled 

Release 20% 
load 

5 
The pipe piece of tilted up bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

TABLE 6 FIRST DOWNBOREAND LATE UP BORE CONSTRUCTION STEP BASED 
ON SHIELD METHOD 

Construction 
step

Construction description Remark  

1 Initial ground stress field  

2 
Before the tilted down bore forms a 

“rough bore” and pipe piece is 
Release 20% 

load 

3 The pipe piece of tilted down bore is 
assembled 

Release 80% 
load

4 
Before the tilted up bore forms a 
“rough bore” and pipe piece is 

assembled

Release 20% 
load 

5 The pipe piece of tilted up bore is 
assembled 

Release 80% 
load

B. Numerical simulation results and analysis  

Figures 10 and 11 show the surface settlement curve of 
the typical construction phase in the typical construction 
phase of the first up and late down construction sequence and 
first down and late up construction sequence. They also 
indicate that the main surface settlement area is located 
within 8.5m areas outside the corresponding surface points 
of the two tunnel centerlines during construction. Different 
construction sequences have certain influence on the surface 
settlement. When the first up and late down bore 
construction sequence is used, 1 the maximum surface 
settlement is located at the corresponding surface point of the 
up bore center line during up bore construction and the 
surface settlement caused by the up bore construction is 
about 44% of total settlement. 2 The maximum surface 
settlement is located at the corresponding surface point of the 
up bore center line during down bore construction and 
gradually extends to the corresponding surface points of the 
down bore center line. The surface settlement caused by the 
down bore construction is about 56% of total settlement. 3 
with the final surface settlement being 5.3mm. When the first 
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down and late up construction sequence is used, the 
maximum surface settlement is located at the corresponding 
surface points of the down bore center line during down bore 
construction. At this time, the surface settlement caused by 
the down bore construction is about 68% of total settlement. 
4 The maximum surface settlement is located at the 
corresponding surface point of the down bore center line 
during up bore construction and gradually extends to the 
corresponding surface points of the up and down bore center 
line. The surface settlement caused by the up bore 
construction is about 32% of total settlement, with the final 
surface settlement being 6.8mm. 

The above analysis indicates that the surface settlement is 
similar, fewer than two construction sequence conditions like 
the up and down overlapping tunnel. The final surface 
settlement of the first up bore and late down bore 
construction sequence will be less than it of the first surface 
down bore and late up bore construction sequences. 

 

 

Figure 10 Surface settlement curve of typical construction phase /mm (first 
up and late down) 

 

Figure 11 Surface settlement curve of typical construction phase /mm(first 
down and late up) 

V. Simulation analysis on surface settlement caused 
by vertical overlapping twin bore tunnel passing house 

foundation  

A. Numerical simulation 

 (1) Analysis section  
The tunnel between Laojie Station-Dongmen Middle 

Road Station runs from ZCK8+056.37 to ZCK8+889.7, with 
the left and right lines being 835.888m and 833.33m. Total 

length of single-line tunnel is 1669.218m. The typical 
ZCK8+400 section is selected to analyze the surface 
settlement of the section tunnel passing through the house 
foundation. This section is under the fully up and down 
overlapped tunnel and passes through the house expansion 
foundation. The ZCK8+400 section rock soil is filled with 
the following soils from up and down: ①alluvial-diluvial 
clay soil<5-2>, alluvial-diluvial fine sand layer<5-3>, 
alluvial-diluvial medium-size and rough sand layer<5-4>, 
alluvial-diluvial gravelly sand layer<5-5>, 
fullefflorescence<12-1>, and strong efflorescence 
granitegneiss<11-2>. The up soil is software and down soil 
is hard, so the comprehensive class of the wall rock is class 
VI. 

(2) Overview of house foundation  
The foundation at ZCK8+400 section is the 8-layer brick-

mixed expansion house foundation and its size is 4m×4m. 
The burying depth is 4m. The gap of the foundation center is 
9m×9m. Based on the current condition of the house 
construction in China, the load on the house foundation is 
estimated as safety. If the load on the unit area of each layer 
of the house is 12.5kN, the load on each m2 of house 
foundation is (12.5×9×9×8)/(4×4)=506.25kN/m2, where the 
value 510kN/m2 is taken.  

(3) Model  
This construction simulation analysis is for two-

dimensional plane analysis and the MIDAS/GTS analysis 
software is used. The 2-node iso-parametric plane beam 
(beam3) unit is used for simulation in the shield tunnel 
lining. The 4-node iso-parametric plane entity unit (plane42) 
simulation is used for the stratum and house foundation. The 
stratum computing parameters are properly increased to 
simulate the advance support of the stratum. Total 1600 units 
and nodes are required, with ground stress field being 
considered as the self-weight stress field. A 12-time shield 
tunnel diameter (70m long) is computed in the horizontal 
direction and an 11-time shield tunnel diameter (65m long) is 
computed from the surface to down in the vertical direction. 
The boundary conditions are described as follows: the left 
and right boundary is the horizontal constraint and the down 
boundary is vertical constraint. The surface is a free plane. 
The elastic plastic analysis is used in the construction 
simulation analysis. The model grid is shown as shown in 
figures 12-14. The parameter values are shown in table 7. 

 
Figure12 Finite element whole grid diagram 
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Figure13 Tunnel space relation grid diagram of each extension meter 

 

Figure14 Detailed grid of house and foundation stratum  

TABLE 7 PHYSICAL DYNAMICS COMPUTING PARAMETERS  

Item E(GPa)  
 

(KN/m3) 
c(MPa) φ(°) 

Artificial filled 
soil<1> 

- - 18.0 - - 

Alluvial-diluvial 
clay soil<5-2> 

- 0.30 19.0 0.016 - 

Alluvial-diluvial 
fine sand 

layer<5-3> 
- 0.25 20.0 - - 

Alluvial-diluvial 
Medium-size and 

rough sand 
layer<5-4> 

- 0.22 21.0 - - 

Alluvial-diluvial 
gravellySand 
layer<5-5> 

- 0.20 21.5 - - 

Full 
efflorescence<12-

1> 
0.070 0.28 19.2 0.008 20 

Strong efflor 
escence 

granitegneiss<11-
2> 

0.074 0.25 22.0 - - 

Wall rock 0.2 0.20 22.0 0.4 30 

reinforced area 
Shield pipe piece 

lining 
35×0.75** 0.18 25.0 - - 

House foundation 30 0.18 23.0 - - 
**0.75 is the rigidity discount coefficient.  

 
(4)Construction method and construction sequence  
This tunnel section is constructed by using the shield 

method. The numerical simulation is same as the design 
construction method. First up bore and late down bore 
construction sequence or first down bore and late up bore 
construction sequence can be performed. The construction 
steps for two construction sequences are shown in tables 8 
and 9. 

TABLE 8 FIRST UP BORE AND LATE DOWN BORE CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
BASED ON SHIELD METHOD 

Construction 
step 

Construction description Remark  

1 Initial ground stress field 
Stable house 
settlement 

2 
Before the up bore forms a “rough 
bore” and pipe piece is assembled 

Release 20% 
load 

3 
The pipe piece of up bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

4 
Before the down bore forms a 
“rough bore” and pipe piece is 

assembled 

Release 20% 
load 

5 
The pipe piece of down bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% 

load 

TABLE 9 FIRST DOWNBOREAND LATE UP BORE CONSTRUCTION STEP BASED 
ON SHIELD METHOD 

Construction 
step 

Construction description Remark  

1 Initial stress field  
Stable house 
settlement 

2 
Before the down bore forms a 
“rough bore” and pipe piece is 

assembled 
Release 20% load 

3 
The pipe piece of down bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% load 

4 
Before the up bore forms a 

“rough bore” and pipe piece is 
assembled 

Release 20% load 

5 
The pipe piece of up bore is 

assembled 
Release 80% load 

B. Numerical simulation results and analysis  

The figures 15 and 16 show the surface settlement curve 
of the typical construction phases of the first up boreand late 
down bore construction sequence and first down bore and 
late up bore construction sequence. 
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FIGURE 15 SURFACE SETTLEMENT CURVE OF TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION 

PHASE/MM (FIRST UP AND LATE DOWN) OF TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

 

Figure 16 Surface settlement curve of typical construction phase/mm (first 
down and late up) 

Figures 15 and 16 indicate that the main surface 
settlement area is located within left and right 18m area from 
the corresponding point of the tunnel center line during 
construction of overlapping tunnel of routine space. The 
existing buildings have a larger load, and when the second 
shield tunnel is constructed it will lead to second fluctuation 
on the stratum.  

(1) When the first up bore and late down bore 
construction sequence is performed, total settlement is 
25.9mm. The surface settlement caused by the up bore 
construction is 9.2mm and is about 35.5% of the total 
settlement. The surface settlement caused by the down bore 
construction is 16.7mm and is about 64.5% of the total 
settlement. 

(2) When the first down bore and late upbore 
construction sequence is performed, total settlement is 
25.5mm. The surface settlement caused by the down bore 
construction is 14.1mm and is estimated to be 55% of the 
total settlement. The surface settlement caused by the upbore 
construction is 11.1mm and is estimated to be 45% of the 
total settlement. 

In a word, the second disturbance caused by the first up 
boreand late down bore construction sequence on the stratum 
will be bigger than it of the first down bore and late up bore 
construction sequence. The final surface settlement caused 
by the first up bore and late down bore construction sequence 
is slightly higher than the first down bore and late up bore 
construction sequence.  

VI. ANALYSIS ON ACTUAL ENGINEERING 

MEASUREMENT 

The numerical simulation is different from the actual 
conditions due to error of the selected parameters in 
numerical simulation and manual assumptions in modeling, 
so the field monitoring points should be deployed in actual 
construction to observe the stress and shift distortion in 
tunnel excavation. By combining the relation of two tunnels 
in the Shenzhen subway, shown in figure 17, the horizontal 
parallel, vertical overlapping and tilted 45° transition section 
are considered to discuss surface settlement caused by twin 
bore subway tunnel excavation, shown in figure 18.  

 
Figure 17 Honglao-Laodong section tunnel                    Figure 18 Tunnels with different relative positions  

The analysis results on surface settlement for different 
relative positions are described as follows: 

(1) Left and right line level  
The measurement point is located at reception site of 

Guangzhou military region. The left and right tunnels are 
parallel in the design scheme. The burying depth of the 
tunnel is about 21.8m and the gap of the left and right tunnel 
is 3.8m. The typical section is selected for analysis. The 
settlement caused by left and right line excavation is shown 
as the figure 19. It indicates that the first surface settlement 
caused by the right line tunnel excavation is 16.58mm and is 
estimated to be 63% of the total settlement. The total 

settlement caused by the left tunnel excavation is 26.31mm. 
After the left tunnel is evacuated, the caused settlement is 
37% of total settlement. It indicates that excavation of first 
bore will have certain influences on the surface settlement. If 
the last bore is evacuated on the disturbed soil, it will have 
certain influence on settlement, but will be relatively smaller. 

(2) 45° tilted crossing of left and right line  
The left and right lines are crossed as 45° tilting. The 

burying depth of the tunnel is about 16.6m. The gap of left 
and right line is 5.2m. After two lines are evacuated, the final 
surface settlement is 26.70mm, as shown in figure 20.  
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Two tunnels are evacuated almost simultaneously in this 
project, so the surface settlement will reach 22.7mm due to 
overlapping effect when evacuating under the buildings and 
is 85% of total settlement, so the settlement effect caused by 
simultaneous excavation of two tunnels is more obvious.  

  

Figure 19 Surface settlement of double-line parallel tunnel due to different 
excavation sequences 

 

Figure 20 Surface settlements due to simultaneous excavation of left and 
right tunnels 

(3)Up and down vertical overlapping  
The measurement point is located at municipal Literary 

Federation-Film Mansion. The tunnels are overlapped up and 
down in the design scheme. The burying depth of the up bore 
tunnel is estimated to be 11.9m. The gap of the up and down 
tunnels is 4.2m. The section is under the fully up and down 
overlapped tunnel and passes through the house expansion 
foundation. Different excavation sequences of twin bore 
vertical overlapping tunnel leads to different surface 
settlement, as shown in figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 Surface settlement caused by different excavation sequences of 
twin borevertical overlapping tunnelFigure 

 

Figure 22 Computed and actual surface settlement of twin borevertical 
overlapping tunnel 

Figure 21 indicates that the final surface settlement is 
30.94mm. The first surface settlement caused by down bore 
excavation is 25.76mm and is 90% of the total settlement. 
These settlement caused by up bore tunnel excavation is 10% 
of total settlement. It is different from the surface settlement 
percent caused by first bore excavation when two tunnels are 
parallel because two tunnels are located at different 
positions.  

The above section performs numerical simulation on 
ZCK8+400 (8-layer brick concrete expansion house). The 
house load is considered in the numerical simulation, but the 
influence of the house structure rigidity on settlement is not 
considered. Comparison of computed values and actual 
settlement values are shown in figure 22. Figure 22 indicates 
that the influence of the building rigidity on the surface 
settlement is not considered. The simulation computing 
indicates that the final surface settlement is 25.5mm after the 
up and down line excavation is completed. The monitoring 
information indicates that the maximum settlement of the 
buildings above the tunnel is only 15.94mm. Although the 
load of the buildings is considered, the actual settlement is 
less than the computed settlement. It may be caused by error 
between the values of the numerical analysis parameters and 
actual parameters, influence of the building rigidity on 
settlement reduction, or contribution of building rigidity on 
surface settlement reduction.  

VII. Conclusion 

Based on research in this paper, the following 
conclusions have been drawn: 

(1) The numerical analysis indicates that the surface 
settlement caused by first up bore excavation and late down 
bore excavation or first down bore excavation and late up 
bore excavation for vertical overlapping twin bore tunnel is 
similar when the influence from the building load is not 
considered. Although the final surface settlement caused by 
the former construction sequence is larger than the than latter 
construction sequence, the second disturbance influence of 
construction process on the stratum, the second disturbance 
on the stratums caused by first down bore construction, and 
late up bore construction sequence is less than it caused by 
first up bore construction and late down bore construction. 
When the twin bore tunnels are tilted, its law is similar to the 
vertical overlapping distribution when the building load is 
considered, for vertical overlapping twin bore tunnel, the 
existing building has heavier load. When the second shield 
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tunnel is constructed, it will lead to bigger second 
disturbance on the stratum. The final surface settlement 
caused by first down bore and late up bore construction 
sequence is slightly smaller than it caused by first up bore 
and late down bore construction sequence. 

(2) The analysis on actual measurements indicates that 
the position and excavation of twin bore tunnel will affect 
surface settlement caused by tunnels. When the left and right 
tunnels are parallel, the first bore excavation will affect the 
surface settlement to some extent. When the next bore is 
evacuated on the disturbed soil, it will affect settlement, but 
the influence is smaller, estimated to be around 37% of the 
total settlement. The left and right tunnel should be crossed 
by 45° tilting and be evacuated simultaneously. The 
overlapping effect of both tunnels will make most settlement 
occur when evacuated tunnels reach the observation point 
and total settlement is 855 of total settlement. It indicates 
that the settlement caused by simultaneous excavation of two 
tunnels is more obvious. For the up and down overlapping 
tunnel, when the down tunnel is first evacuated, the caused 
first surface settlement is 90% of total settlement. The 
settlement caused by excavation of up bore tunnel is 10% of 
total settlement. It is different from the surface settlement 
percent caused by first bore excavation when two tunnels are 
parallel, which is caused by the position of two tunnels.  

(3) When the buildings exist, if only the building load is 
considered and the building rigidity of the building is not 
considered, the actual measured surface settlement is less 
than computed value. It indicates that the building rigidity 
will contribute to reduction of surface settlement, which is 
the main point of future research.  The computing results are 
corrected by computing the building rigidity to make the 
computed results approach the actual measurements.  
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